AN ACT concerning elections; relating to election crimes; creating the
crime of elector fraud and providing penalties therefor.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Kansas:

Section 1. (a) Elector fraud is, with the intent to hinder, prevent or
defeat a fair election, creating, receiving, possessing, maintaining, mailing,
delivering or otherwise transmitting any falsely made, altered, forged or
otherwise fraudulent presidential electoral college certificate of vote.
(b) Elector fraud is a severity level 10, nonperson felony.
(c) As used in this section, the term "presidential electoral college
certificate of vote" means the certificate submitted by the secretary of state
pursuant to K.S.A. 25-801, and amendments thereto.

Sec. 2. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its
publication in the statute book.